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SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICE, POWER 
CONVERTER DEVICE USING IT, AND HYBRID 
VEHICLE USING THE POWER CONVERTER 

DEVICE 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATION 

[0001] The present application relates to subject matters 
described in a co-pending patent application Ser. No. 
10/996,038 ?led on Nov. 24, 2004 entitled “ELECTRIC 
PART MOUNTING METHOD, SEMICONDUCTOR 
MODULE, AND SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICE” and 
assigned to the assignees of the present application. The 
disclosures of this co-pending application are incorporated 
herein by reference. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0002] The present invention relates to semiconductor 
devices With relatively large poWer capacities and, more 
particularly, to a semiconductor device capable of offering 
enhanced performances even in high temperature environ 
ments, such as Within an engine room or the like. This 
invention also relates to an electrical poWer converting 
device using the semiconductor device along With a hybrid 
vehicle using this poWer converter. 

[0003] In recent years, from standpoints of energy con 
servation and environmental pollution, the so-called hybrid 
vehicles Which employ both an internal combustion engine 
and an electric motor and Which gain the travelling drive 
poWer depending upon these both poWer sources and elec 
trically poWered vehicles Whose travelling drive poWer 
depends on an electric motor alone attract the attention of 
people and are currently reduced to practice. In this case, 
alternate current (AC) motors, such as induction motors or 
synchronous motors, are often used as the electric motors, 
because of their merits such as high control efficiency and 
simpli?ed structures. 

[0004] Rechargeable batteries or capacitors are typically 
used as the poWer source in the case of hybrid vehicles. In 
the case of electrically poWered vehicles, fuel cells are used 
in most cases. In any case, a conversion device for convert 
ing direct current (DC) poWer into AC poWer is required, 
Which is called the inverter device. For this inverter, poWer 
semiconductor devices are used. 

[0005] Incidentally, in the case of this poWer semiconduc 
tor device, aluminum Wires are typically used for electrical 
connection betWeen a semiconductor chip and external 
electrodes disposed at the periphery thereof. At this time, in 
high temperature environments, a problem occurs as to the 
cracking at contact portions of the poWer semiconductor 
chip and its associated bonding Wires due to a difference in 
thermal expansion betWeen the aluminum and silicon. 

[0006] To prevent such cracking at the contact portions of 
this poWer semiconductor chip and the bond Wires, a struc 
ture is knoWn Which uses a conductive resin material to 
adhere bus bar Wires With a loW thermal expansion material 
bonded thereto to upper face electrodes of poWer semicon 
ductor elements (for example, see JP-A-2000-183249). 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0007] It is unlikely that the above-noted prior art is 
designed to retain the reliability in high temperature envi 
ronments. Thus, problems have arisen as to a limit to 
applicable objects. 
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[0008] For example, in the case of the above-stated 
vehicles, an engine and its nearby parts are in high tempera 
ture environments. Thus, When applied thereto, the prior art 
must be faced With reliability problems for the reasons 
presented beloW. 

[0009] First, in the case of the prior art, When exposed to 
high temperatures, the temperature of a semiconductor ele 
ment rises up to the glass-transition temperature of a con 
ductive resin material or therearound. This temperature 
riseup causes the resin material to become softer, resulting 
in contact portions being Weaker against stresses. Thus, a 
need is felt to reduce heat generation to thereby suppress 
such temperature riseup of the poWer semiconductor ele 
ment. HoWever, this is difficult because the conductive resin 
material is inherently large in electrical resistance. 

[0010] For example, the conductive resin material is as 
large as 1 9cm in volume resistivity, Which is approxi 
mately seventy thousand times greater than the volume 
resistivity, about 15 pQcm, of tin-lead eutectic soldering 
material that is often used as bonding material. Accordingly, 
it remains difficult to reduce the amount of heat generation 
due to electrical conduction. 

[0011] Alternatively, in a structure With loW thermal 
expansion material being adhered to a bus bar Wire made of 
copper, due to a difference betWeen their thermal expansion 
coefficients, the bus bar Wire thermally extends at high 
temperatures to an extent greater than the loWer thermal 
expansion material While much shrinking at loW tempera 
tures. This phenomenon becomes more noticeable in high 
temperature environments. Hence, the structure stated above 
is such that the bus bar Wire can deform into an arch-like 
shape. 
[0012] In other Words, in the case of prior art techniques, 
the force in a direction that tears off the bus bar Wire from 
the poWer semiconductor element occurs recurrently due to 
cycles of drive and stop (halt) of a motorcar. This results in 
the peel-off of contact portions becoming readily occurrable, 
Which leads to a decrease in reliability. 

[0013] Furthermore, as previously stated, Whenever the 
bus bar Wire is deformed into an arch-like shape, a poWer 
semiconductor element connected thereto also experiences 
stress application and, for this reason, behaves to deform 
into an arch-like shape in a similar Way. At this time, since 
the poWer semiconductor element is contacted With and 
adhered to a insulating substrate by a readily plastically 
deformable material, such as soldering material shoWn in the 
prior art also, the force in the direction that tears off is also 
applied to a contact portion(s) of the poWer semiconductor 
element and the insulating substrate in a similar Way to the 
case stated above. This makes it difficult to provide the 
long-term reliability in high temperature environments. 

[0014] It is an object of this invention to provide a poWer 
semiconductor device capable of retaining its long-term 
reliability even in high temperature environments. 

[0015] The foregoing object is achieved by providing a 
semiconductor device Which uses more than one semicon 
ductor element having main current input/output electrodes 
With one and the other thereof being taken up to a one 
surface and the other surface of a semiconductor chip 
respectively for causing one of the input/output electrodes to 
be contacted With a conductive layer of a insulating substrate 
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whereby the semiconductor element is supported on or 
above the insulating substrate, Wherein a conductive strip 
made of either a composite material of carbon and aluminum 
or a compound material of carbon and copper is used for 
connection betWeen the other input/output electrode of the 
semiconductor chip and the conductive layer of the insulat 
ing substrate. 

[0016] The above-noted object is also achieved by arrang 
ing the semiconductor device so that the conductive strip is 
connected to the other input/output electrode of the semi 
conductor chip and the conductive layer of the insulating 
substrate by a contact layer of a mixture of more than one 
kind of metal particles as selected from the group consisting 
of gold, silver, nickel, copper, aluminum, Zinc, tin, indium, 
bismuth and antimony. 

[0017] Additionally, the object is also achieved by arrang 
ing the device so that one of the input/output electrodes is in 
contact With the conductive layer of the insulating substrate 
by a contact layer of a mixture of more than one kind of 
metal particles as selected from the group consisting of gold, 
silver, nickel, copper, aluminum, Zinc, tin, indium, bismuth 
and antimony. 

[0018] Furthermore, the object is also achieved by arrang 
ing the device so that the conductive stripe has a contact 
surface covered With gold or solver, or alternatively arrang 
ing it so that the contact surface of one of the input/output 
electrodes and the contact surface of the conductive layer of 
the insulating substrate are covered With gold or silver. 

[0019] In accordance With the invention, it is possible to 
improve the long-term reliability of contact portions of 
semiconductor elements With respect to high temperature 
environments. 

[0020] In addition, according to the invention, it is pos 
sible to improve heat release/radiation capabilities of the 
semiconductor elements. While in the semiconductor device 
a poWer semiconductor element for performing current 
sWitching operations is the component that becomes the 
highest temperature, it is possible for the invention to loWer, 
by the improvement of the heat releasability, a temperature 
of more than one contact portion betWeen a hybrid Wiring 
board and the poWer semiconductor element, When com 
pared to a case Where prior knoWn Wires are directly 
connected to the poWer semiconductor element. 

[0021] The temperature decrease of the contact portion 
means reduction of thermal expansion at such portion. Thus, 
according to the invention, it is possible to improve the 
long-term reliability in comparison With the case Where 
Wires are in direct contact With the poWer semiconductor 
element. 

[0022] Additionally, the semiconductor device of this 
invention may be applied to a poWer conversion device for 
use in hybrid vehicles. At this time, the poWer converter is 
mountable at locations of high temperature environments. 
This makes it possible to provide a poWer converter device 
capable of acquiring long-term reliability Without having 
any dedicated cooling machine. 

[0023] These and other objects, features and advantages of 
this invention Will become apparent from the folloWing 
more particular description of currently preferred embodi 
ments of the invention, as illustrated in the accompanying 
draWings. 
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0024] FIG. 1 is a partially enlarged cross-sectional dia 
gram shoWing one embodiment of the poWer semiconductor 
device in accordance With the present invention. 

[0025] FIG. 2 is a partly enlarged sectional diagram 
shoWing another embodiment of the poWer semiconductor 
device in accordance With this invention. 

[0026] FIG. 3A is a plan vieW diagram shoWing one 
embodiment of the poWer semiconductor device in accor 
dance With the invention, and FIG. 3B is a side sectional 
vieW thereof. 

[0027] FIG. 4 is a perspective vieW of main part of one 
embodiment of the poWer semiconductor device in accor 
dance With the invention. 

[0028] FIG. 5 is an equivalent circuit diagram of one 
embodiment of the poWer semiconductor device in accor 
dance With the invention. 

[0029] FIG. 6 is an explanation diagram of an inverter 
device Which incorporates one embodiment of the poWer 
semiconductor device in accordance With the invention. 

[0030] FIG. 7 is a diagram shoWing the shearing break 
doWn strength of a contact layer made of an admixture of 
metal particles. 

[0031] FIGS. 8A and 8B are diagrams each shoWing a 
sectional vieW of a contact layer made of a metal particle 
mixture. 

[0032] FIG. 9 is a diagram shoWing high temperature 
leave-to-stand characteristics of contact layers. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE EMBODIMENTS 

[0033] ApoWer semiconductor device in accordance With 
an illustrative embodiment of this invention Will be 
explained in detail beloW. 

[0034] FIGS. 3A-3B and 4 depict one embodiment in case 
the invention is applied to an insulated type poWer semi 
conductor device for use in an inverter device, Wherein FIG. 
3A is a plan vieW, FIG. 3B is a sectional vieW, and FIG. 4 
is a perspective vieW. In these draWings, reference numeral 
101 designates semiconductor elements; 102a and 102b 
denote conductive layers; 103 indicates a ceramics insulat 
ing substrate; 110 is a supporting member; 111, a case; 112, 
external terminals; 113, bonding Wires; 114, a sealing mate 
rial. Additionally, the poWer semiconductor device per se is 
indicated by numeral 100. 

[0035] Note here that the support member 110 is made up 
of a copper plate or an aluminum plate and is arranged to 
function as a member for supporting an entirety While also 
functioning as a heat conduction path When attached to heat 
release ?ns (not shoWn). And, at one surface (an upper 
surface in the draWing) of this support member 110, a 
ceramics insulating substrate 103 is soldered in a Way as 
illustrated herein. 

[0036] This ceramics insulating substrate 103 is made of 
silicon nitride-based ceramic material and is designed to 
have a three-layer structure With conductive layers 102a and 
102b made of copper being formed on its both surfaces. At 
this time, an electrical Wiring pattern is formed in the 
conductive layer 102a residing on one surface (upside face 
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in the drawing) so that a wiring board is structured. And, the 
conductive layer 102b on the other surface (downside face 
in the drawing) is for use as a junction or contact plane when 
soldering the ceramics insulating substrate 103 to the sup 
port member 110. 

[0037] The semiconductor elements 101 are mounted at 
speci?ed portions of the wiring pattern that is formed of this 
conductive layer 102. Here, insulated gate bipolar transistors 
(IGBTs) are used as the semiconductor elements 101. The 
IGBTs as used herein are of the type having a main current 
input electrode (for example, emitter) and a main current 
output electrode (e.g., collector), which are taken out onto 
one surface and the other surface of a semiconductor chip, 
respectively. 
[0038] The semiconductor elements 101 are not limited to 
the above-noted IGBTs. Metal oxide semiconductor ?eld 
effect transistors (MOSFETs) may alternatively be used. In 
this case, the main current input electrode becomes a source 
as an example, while the output electrode is a drain, for 
example. 
[0039] This power semiconductor device 100 constitutes a 
circuit corresponding to a single arm part in main circuitry 
of the inverter device as shown in FIG. 5. At this time, each 
of an upper arm part 910 and a lower arm part 911 is made 
up of four semiconductor elements 101 of IGBTs. Note that 
in FIG. 4, a case of using three semiconductor elements 101 
is illustrated for brevity purposes. 

[0040] A ?ywheel diode is connected in anti-parallel to 
each IGBT of the semiconductor elements 101 as shown in 
the drawing, which has two DC terminals 30A and 30B on 
the positive and negative polarity sides along with a single 
AC output terminal 30C and four auxiliary terminals 31; 
furthermore, a thermistor 34 used for temperature detection 
is also provided inside of it. Here, the DC terminals 30A 
30B and AC output terminal 30C are formed of external 
terminals 112. 

[0041] Three power semiconductor devices each similar to 
the device 100 are connected together as shown in FIG. 6 so 
that main circuitry of three-phase inverter device is consti 
tuted. By a control means (not shown), the circuitry is 
subjected for example to pulse width modulation (PWM) 
switching control to thereby convert DC power being sup 
plied to the DC terminals 30A-30B into AC power which is 
variable in voltage and in frequency and which consists of 
three phases, i.e., U phase, V phase and W phase. The AC 
power converted is then output from the output terminal 
30C, thereby enabling it to be supplied to an AC motor M, 
such as an induction motor. 

[0042] Turning back to FIGS. 3A-3B and 4, although in 
these drawings each semiconductor element 101 is mounted 
at a speci?ed portion of the conductive layer 102a that forms 
the wiring pattern as stated previously, one practical imple 
mentation at this time is as follows: as shown in FIG. 1, the 
main current input electrode (or output electrode) of each 
semiconductor element 101 residing on its downside surface 
is attached to a certain portion of the conductive layer 102a 
that forms the wiring pattern while being soldered and 
contacted thereto by a tin-based soldering material 105. 

[0043] On the other hand, the main current output elec 
trode (or input electrode) of each semiconductor element 
101 residing on its upside surface is connected to a speci?ed 
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portion of the conductive layer 102a that forms the wiring 
pattern by a conductive strip-shaped pad 201 for the con 
nection use. At this time, in this embodiment, in order to 
make it possible to reduce the thermal expansion coef?cient 
while retaining electrical conductivity, this conductive strip 
201 as used herein is made of either a composite material of 
carbon and aluminum or a composite of carbon and copper, 
with nickel plating being applied thereto. 

[0044] Furthermore, in this embodiment, as shown in 
FIG. 1, this conductive strip 201 and the output electrode (or 
input electrode) of a semiconductor element 101 are con 
tacted or bonded by a contact layer 202a of an admixture of 
components that mainly contain gold particles and silver 
particles of the so-called nano-siZe and micron siZe having 
ultra?ne particle diameters ranging from 5 nm to several 
tens of pm. Similarly, the conductive strip 201 and the 
conductive layer 102a also are bonded by a contact layer 
202b of a mixture of main components of gold particles and 
silver particles of the nano-siZe and micron siZe ranging 
from 5 nm to several tens of pm. 

[0045] These contact layers 202a-202b are formed in a 
way which follows. Firstly, gold plating is applied to those 
portions that become contact faces of respective ones of the 
output electrode (or input electrode) of semiconductor ele 
ment 101 and the conductive layer 102a plus the conductive 
strip 201. Then, deposit a liquid solution containing therein 
a mixture of the above-noted gold particles and silver 
particles of the nano-siZe and micron siZe onto those por 
tions that become the contact faces at a surface of the output 
electrode (or input electrode) of the semiconductor element 
101 and a surface of the conductive layer 102a. Thereafter, 
remove the solution, causing the mixture to remain. This 
results in a mixture layer being formed to a predetermined 
thickness. 

[0046] Thereafter, the conductive strip 201 which was 
patterned to have a prespeci?ed shape is mounted on both 
the contact faces of the output electrode (or input electrode) 
of semiconductor element 101 and the conductive layer 
102a, and is then heated up for about 60 minutes in an 
atmosphere of a temperature of 80° C. 

[0047] By this heating, the gold particles and silver par 
ticles of the nano-siZe and micron siZe which constitute the 
mixture layer are melted and solidi?ed together while the 
conductive strip 201 is ?xed and bonded by the contact layer 
202a to the output electrode (or input electrode) of semi 
conductor element 101 and also bonded by the contact layer 
202b to the conductive layer 102a, respectively, in a similar 
manner to the soldering. Electrical connection is thus 
obtained with the conductive strip 201 as an electrical lead 
wire. 

[0048] The gold and silver form an all-ratio solid solution. 
By letting it contain the nano-siZe particles and micron-siZe 
particles, it is possible to form the solid solution even at a 
low temperature of about 80° C. to thereby enable achieve 
ment of adhesion similar to that obtained by soldering. 

[0049] The solid solution state of the gold and silver at this 
time is a phenomenon unique to the nano-siZe particles. 
Unlike an aggregation body in which each particle is present 
independently, mechanical adhesion is given as stated supra. 
This is obtainable only by heatup at a temperature of 80° C. 

[0050] Also importantly, once the adhesion is given in this 
way, the contact layer 202a, 202b has its nature which 
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follows: even though the heatup temperature during bonding 
Was set at 80° C., the solid solution state hardly disappears 
thereafter until the melting point in the mixture material 
reaches a loWer temperature—in this case, an ordinary 
melting temperature of the silver—and thus retains the 
adhesion state. Accordingly, there are no risks as to occur 

rence of a problem relating to the heat resistance properties 
of bonded portions. 

[0051] Consequently, it can be seen that according to this 
embodiment, loW-temperature processing is enabled so that 
the risk of being exposed to high temperatures at the time of 
manufacturing is lessened While enabling resultant products 
to offer an ability to Withstand high temperature usage, 
resulting in obtainment of improvements in long-term reli 
ability. 

[0052] See FIG. 2, Which shoWs an embodiment in a case 
Where the tin-based solder material 105 is not used for 
adhesion With respect to the conductive layer 102a of a 
semiconductor element 101; alternatively, a contact layer 
202c is used, Which is comprised of a mixture material 
containing as its main components gold particles and silver 
particles of the nano-siZe and micron siZe ranging from 5 nm 
to several tens of pm in the same manner as the contact layer 
202a, 202b. The other points are the same as those in the 
case of FIG. 1. 

[0053] Consequentially, necessary processing is per 
formed thereafter, such as electrical connection using bond 
ing Wires 113, sealing by a seal material 114 and others. This 
makes it possible to complete the poWer semiconductor 
device 100 in either case of FIG. 1 and FIG. 2. 

[0054] Obviously, by taking into consideration the fact 
that the device is applied to a vehicle and is used in a high 
temperature environment near or around an engine, certain 
materials With heat resistance properties are used for respec 
tive parts making up the poWer semiconductor device 100, 
such as the case 111 and the seal material 114 or else. 

[0055] Note here that in such the poWer semiconductor 
device, a large current flows in not only the collector 
electrodes of semiconductor elements but also emitter elec 
trode portions thereof. At this time, in the poWer semicon 
ductor device 100 in accordance With this embodiment, 
conductive strips 201 With a large Wiring Width are used in 
either case of FIG. 1 and FIG. 2 While letting each strip be 
bonded by the contact layers 202a and 202b. Thus it is 
possible to further improve the connection reliability on the 
emitter electrode side. 

[0056] Explaining in greater detail, the contact layers 
202a-202b are current-?oWable parts so that high electrical 
conductivity material of a mixture of nano-siZe particles and 
micron-siZe particles With the gold and silver as its main 
components is used for the material thereof. 

[0057] Although the adhesion due to this mixture material 
of the gold particles and silver particles is obtained at a 
temperature of about 80° C., the both go into a mutually 
solid-solved state even at such temperature of about 80° C. 
This is different from a mere aggregation in Which each 
particle exists separately. 

[0058] While the gold and the silver form at this time the 
all-ratio solid solution as stated previously, letting it contain 
nano-siZe particles makes it possible to form the solid 
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solution even at a loW temperature of about 80° C., resulting 
in the adhesion being obtained. 

[0059] It is noted here that although in this embodiment 
the mixture of gold particles and silver particles of the 
nano-siZe and micron siZe as its main components is used for 
the contact layer 202a and contact layer 202b, this mixture 
is not limited to the gold and silver. Other implementable 
examples of this mixture are admixtures of more than one 
kind of metal particles as selected from the group consisting 
essentially of gold, silver, nickel, copper, aluminum, Zinc, 
tin, indium, bismuth and antimony. 

[0060] In the case of using a contact layer containing 
metal particles as its main component, it is preferable from 
a vieWpoint of adhesion strength that both heatup and 
pressuriZation be used for adhesion, although one speci?c 
example that adheres or bonds it by heating Was explained. 
BeloW is an explanation as to a difference in shear crush 
strength of contact portions betWeen the case of non-pres 
suriZation during adhesion and the case of pressuriZation. 
See FIG. 7, Which shoWs the shear crush strength of a 
contact portion in the case of non-pressuriZation and that in 
the case of pressuriZation With a pressure of 2 MPa While 
using for the contact layer the gold particles With an average 
particle diameter of 10 nm. Regarding contact/adhesion 
methodology, a method similar to the above-described 
method Was used, except for the presence or absence of 
pressuriZation. Here, the shear crush strength is such that a 
shear crush testing machine is used to measure a maximal 
load at the time the contact portion is destroyed. As apparent 
from FIG. 7, it can be seen that in the case of co-use of the 
pressuriZation, the resulting shear crush strength is higher by 
a factor of several tens than that in the case of non 
pressuriZation. A scanning electron microscope (SEM) 
image of a cross-section of the contact portion at this time 
is shoWn in FIG. 8A. It is understandable that in the contact 
portion cross-section shoWn in FIG. 8A upon application of 
no pressures, a great number of gaps are present therein, 
rather than a structure With metal particles being completely 
cohered together. On the contrary, in a contact portion 
cross-section upon pressuriZation shoWn in FIG. 8B, it is 
seen that this is a structure With metal particles congested 
together. 

[0061] Next, a shear crush strength relative to an aging 
time When being left under heat application of 250° C. Was 
measured as high temperature leave-to-stand characteristics. 
FIG. 9 shoWs respective measurement results of a contact 
layer made of an admixture of gold particles (for non 
pressuriZation and pressurization), a contact layer of PbSn 
based solder material, and a contact layer of Ag paste. From 
the results of FIG. 9, it can be seen that the PbSn-based 
solder contact layer and the Ag paste contact layer exhibit an 
appreciable decrease in shear crush strength relative to the 
initial strength thereof With the elapse of a high temperature 
aging time. Regarding the PbSn-based solder material, its 
shear crush strength becomes almost Zero after it is left for 
500 hours. Additionally, the Ag paste is such that its shear 
crush strength becomes almost Zero after it is left for 168 
hours. In contrast, it is seen that the contact layer made of the 
mixture of gold particles is such that degradation of shear 
crush strength With respect to the initial strength stays less 
even after the elapse of more than 600 hours under heat 
application thereto, at the time of pressuriZation and also at 
the time of non-pressuriZation. From this fact also, it is 
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appreciated that the contact layer made of the mixture of 
gold particles is excellent in high temperature aging char 
acteristics. 

[0062] The conductive strip 201 is made of either a 
composite material of carbon and aluminum or a composite 
material of carbon and copper as stated previously. Hence, 
the thermal expansion coefficient of this conductive strip 
201 is about 8 to 12 ppm/° C. 

[0063] On the other hand, the semiconductor element 101 
is contacted and bonded to the conductive layer 102a by the 
tin-based solder material 105. At this time, the conductive 
layer 102a and conductive layer 102b are made of copper, 
Whereas the ceramic insulating substrate 103 is made of 
silicon nitride-based ceramics. At this time, the conductive 
layer 102a Was designed to have a thickness of 1.0 mm; the 
conductive layer 102b has a thickness of 0.8 mm; and, the 
ceramic insulating substrate 103 is 0.32 mm thick. In this 
case, the thermal expansion coefficient of a dielectric Wiring 
substrate made up of the conductive layers 102a-102b and 
the ceramic insulating substrate 103 is about 10 ppm/° C. 

[0064] With such the settings, this embodiment is regarded 
so that the poWer semiconductor device 100 is sandWiched 
betWeen those members With almost the same thermal 
expansion coef?cient—that is, the dielectric Wiring substrate 
With its thermal expansion coefficient of 10 ppm/° C. and the 
conductive strip 201 With a thermal expansion coefficient of 
8 to 12 ppm/° C. Thus it is possible to lessen thermal stresses 
occurring due to a difference in expansion betWeen respec 
tive members, Which becomes noticeable in high tempera 
ture environments, in spite of the fact that the conductive 
strip 201 With a relatively large sectional area is used for 
connection. 

[0065] Ideally, the thermal expansion coefficient of the 
conductive strip 201 is made identical to that of the dielectric 
Wiring substrate Whereby the thermal stresses appearing in 
the contact layer 202b becomes minimiZed so that the 
long-term reliability can be maximally improved. According 
to the above-noted embodiment, the thermal expansion 
coefficients are 10 ppm/° C. and 8 to 12 ppm/° C. Thus it can 
be seen that an almost ideal state is obtained. 

[0066] Although the above-stated dielectric Wiring sub 
strate’s thermal expansion coefficient is one example as 
calculated using practical values, the thermal expansion 
coefficient must have an optimal range determinable from 
the material used for the insulating substrate and the range 
of its thickness, so it is arbitrarily selectable. 

[0067] While the foregoing explanation is under an 
assumption that each component remains ?at even upon 
occurrence of thermal expansion, this embodiment is 
designed at this time to use the conductive strip 201 for 
connection purposes so that arch-like deformation hardly 
takes place even in the case of thermal expansion. Accord 
ingly, as previously stated as the assumption, it is possible to 
alloW the contact plane With the poWer semiconductor 
element 101 to remain ?at. 

[0068] Next, an explanation Will be given of the reliability 
of a contact portion of the conductive strip 201 and the 
poWer semiconductor element 101 in the above-noted 
embodiment. In the case of the conductive strip 201 made of 
the composite material as employed in the embodiment 
above, its thermal conductivity is as large as about 300 
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W/m° C. (reference value: copper’s heat conductivity is 380 
W/m° C., aluminum’s heat conductivity is 233 W/m° C.). 
Also importantly, this is designed to have a strip-like shape 
(resembling in shape a thin rectangular piece), rather than a 
mere Wire-like shape. 

[0069] As a result of this, it is possible to enlarge the 
cross-sectional area of conductive strip 201. In combination 
With the above-noted feature of high heat conductivity, the 
heat transfer from the poWer semiconductor element 101 
becomes easier. Thus, according to this embodiment, it is 
possible to improve the heat releasability of the poWer 
semiconductor element 101. 

[0070] For example, in the case of a poWer semiconductor 
device for use in inverter devices, a poWer semiconductor 
element Which performs current sWitching operations is the 
component that generates a maximal amount of heat and 
thus becomes high temperatures. According to this embodi 
ment, the improvement in heat releasability oWing to the 
conductive strip 201 makes it possible to loWer the tem 
perature of a contact portion of the poWer semiconductor 
element 101, When compared to the case of prior knoWn 
poWer semiconductor devices using Wire bonding tech 
niques. 
[0071] Note here that the temperature reduction of a 
contact portion means a decrease in thermal expansion at 
such portion. Hence, this indicates that the long-term reli 
ability improves When compared to the case of directly 
connecting Wires to poWer semiconductor elements. Thus it 
can be seen that according to this embodiment, an improve 
ment of the long-term reliability is obtainable. 

[0072] The embodiment of this invention is not exclu 
sively limited to designs using IGBTs and/or MOSFETs as 
the poWer semiconductor elements in the Way stated supra. 
Those semiconductor elements of the type having electrodes 
With tWo upper and loWer faces for main current inlet and 
outlet are also applicable in a similar Way. 

[0073] The semiconductor device of this invention is 
applicable to various types of poWer converter devices. 
Applying this semiconductor device to such poWer convert 
ers makes it possible to provide a poWer converter device 
capable of being installed at locations in high temperature 
environments and also capable of offering enhanced long 
term reliability Without having any coolers for exclusive use. 

[0074] It is also possible for the inverter device and 
electric motor to be built in electrically poWered vehicles as 
its poWer source. In this electric vehicle (EV), it Was 
possible to simplify a drive mechanism spanning from the 
poWer source up to Wheels; thus, shocks occurring in speed 
change events are lessened When compared to prior art 
vehicles that are designed to shift transmission by changing 
a transmission gear ratio, thereby enabling achievement of 
smooth shifting. It is also possible to reduce unWanted 
vibrations and noisy sounds to an extent loWer than the prior 
art. 

[0075] The poWer semiconductor device 100 in accor 
dance With the embodiment of this invention is employable 
for an inverter device for control of the revolution speed an 
electric motor of hybrid vehicles as stated previously. In this 
case, the three-phase inverter device shoWn in FIG. 6 is 
employable, Which has an ability to supply three-phase AC 
poWer variable in voltage and in frequency from an engine 
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driving power generator and a rechargeable battery module 
to the AC motor M of a hybrid vehicle. 

[0076] The inverter device containing the poWer semicon 
ductor device 100 in accordance With the embodiment of the 
invention is also incorporated into air conditioning machin 
ery. In this case, it is possible to obtain higher efficiency than 
that in the case of using prior art AC motors. 

[0077] Therefore, the embodiment of the invention is 
useful for reduction of poWer consumption during the use of 
an air conditioner. It is also possible to shorten a time taken 
during the room temperature reaches a setup temperature 
from operation startup to an eXtent less than the case of using 
prior art AC motors. 

[0078] Furthermore, the poWer semiconductor device 100 
embodying the invention is capable of being built, as an 
inverter device, in ?uid stirring or ?oWing equipment, such 
as laundry machines or ?uid circulation apparatus or else by 
Way of eXample. In this case also, it is possible to offer 
advantages, such as the reduction of poWer consumption and 
others. 

[0079] While this invention has been particularly shoWn 
and described With reference to illustrative embodiments, it 
Will be readily understood that the invention should not be 
limited to these embodiments and is modi?able and alterable 
Within the scope of the invention Without departing from 
combinations of respective embodiments and effects thereof. 

1. Asemiconductor device using a semiconductor element 
having main current input/output electrodes With one and a 
remaining one thereof being taken up to a one surface and 
a remaining surface of a semiconductor chip respectively for 
causing one of said input/output electrodes to be contacted 
With a conductive layer of a insulating substrate to thereby 
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support said semiconductor element at said insulating sub 
strate, Wherein 

a conductive strip made of a composite material of either 
carbon and aluminum or carbon and copper is used for 
connection betWeen the remaining input/output elec 
trode of said semiconductor chip and the conductive 
layer of said insulating substrate. 

2. The semiconductor device according to claim 1, 
Wherein said conductive strip is connected to the remaining 
input/output electrode of said semiconductor chip and the 
conductive layer of said insulating substrate by a contact 
layer of a mixture of more than one kind of metal particles 
as selected from the group consisting of gold, silver, nickel, 
copper, aluminum, Zinc, tin, indium, bismuth and antimony. 

3. The semiconductor device according to claim 1, 
Wherein one of said input/output electrodes is in contact With 
the conductive layer of said insulating substrate by a contact 
layer of a mixture of more than one kind of metal particles 
as selected from the group consisting of gold, silver, nickel, 
copper, aluminum, Zinc, tin, indium, bismuth and antimony. 

4. The semiconductor device according to claim 1, 
Wherein said conductive stripe has a contact surface covered 
With gold or solver. 

5. The semiconductor device according to claim 1, 
Wherein a contact surface of one of said input/output elec 
trodes and a contact surface of the conductive layer of said 
insulating substrate are covered With gold or silver. 

6. A poWer conversion device having therein the semi 
conductor device as recited in claim 1. 

7. A hybrid vehicle having in an engine room the poWer 
conversion device de?ned in claim 6. 


